Worksheet 1: Similarities between European languages
Task 1: Compare the following sentences. Work in teams of four students, please.
English:
French:
Spanish:
German:

The children are playing with their dogs.
Les enfants jouent avec leurs chiens.
Los niños están jugando con sus perros.
Die Kinder spielen mit ihren Hunden.

In all these languages you find words that change with the sense of
the sentence, for example: the children are playing . . .. But there
are also words, that do not change, for example the English article
the. They are called invariable words. Which word does not change
in any of the examples? Underline or mark the invariable word and
write it down in the four languages. Compare your results in
plenary.
Voc.: invariable: unveränderlich

English:
French:

..............................

Spanish:

..............................

German:

..............................

..............................

Task 2: Talking about grammar, you use certain expressions such as article, noun, and verb. What is
the grammatical term of the invariable word? First try to find out by yourself and then talk with your
team member. You may also look it up in your text book or your (English) grammar.
The invariable word is called a

....................................................................

Task 3: Write down some other English words of the same category. Compare your findings in plenary.
....................................................................................................

Task 4: Fill in the gaps together with you tandem partner. All words that are missing are of the above
category. If necessary ask your teacher for help.

Sally’s dream
Most

.........

the time Sally does not remember what hap-

pens

.........

her dreams. But this time she remembers most

details because quite often her dreams are the same. She is
standing

.........

a gate. She hears a voice from

.........

this

portal that invites her to pass . . . . . . . . . When she arrives . . . . . . . . .
it, she sees lots

.........

talking

different languages, but they understand each

.........

other. They are speaking

children

.........

.........

her age. They are

Sally, too. She understands

them all. But whenever she wants to know which languages they are speaking, Sally wakes up.
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Worksheet 2: Languages of your classmates
Task 5: Have a look at the two examples:
Turkish: Çocuklar köpekleriyle oynuyorlar.
Die Kinder | Hunden ihren mit | spielen.
Persian: ﺃﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﺑﺎ ﺳﮕﻬﺎﻳﺸﺎﻥ ﺑﺎﺯﻯ ﻣﻴﻜﻨﻨﺪ.
Atfal ba saghai kesh bazi mekonand.
Die Kinder | mit | Hunden | ihren | Spiel | machen
Perhaps your classmates who speak Turkish or Persian (called Farsi in Iran and Dari in
Afghanistan) can read the sentences to the class.
What is the main difference between the examples of European languages (see Worksheet 1)
and Turkish or Persian? Discuss the issue in class. Then write the answer down, please.
....................................................................................................

Task 6: What about prepositions? Are they invariable, too? Try to find out similarities and
differences with the help of your classmates who know (some) Turkish or Persian.
Turkish:

..........................................................................................

Persian:

..........................................................................................

Task 7: With the help of your teacher complete the following text:
The structure of languages
When learning a foreign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . most students have the feeling that languages,
even

.....................

languages, are very different and therefore

..................

to

learn. Above all foreign language learners have to deal with pronunciation. Furthermore,
they have to study

.....................

and grammar. So they don’t notice that European

languages are very

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

They often follow the same word

Many words change their form with their meaning, for
The form of

...............

..................

words is always the same; they are called

An example of these words are

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

nouns and verbs.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Turkish and Persian are different. They follow

.....................

word order. The verb is

often at the end of the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. But there are variable and invariable words, too.
Task 8: What do you think? Why is it easier for a German student to learn English than for a
student from Iran or Afghanistan to learn German or English? Discuss the issue in plenary with
the help of your teacher.
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Worksheet 3: Do you like tongue twisters?
Task 9: In all languages mentioned above there are tongue twisters, that is to say, sentences
that are difficult to pronounce, for example:
Kleine Nussknacker knacken knackig. Knackiger knacken große Nussknacker.
What is the meaning of tongue twister in German?
....................................................................................................

Task 10: Tongue twisters are fun, for example:
Flies fly, but a fly flies.
Two tiny tigers take two taxis to town.
Voc.: tiny: winzig

Learn the two tongue twisters by heart and try to say them as fast
as possible. Who is the tongue-twister champion of your class?
Task 11: Tongue twisters can also help you to improve your pronunciation. In the following
tongue twister the correct pronunciation of w- and of th-/-th- may cause problems:
Voc.: to improve: verbessern

Whether the weather be fine
or whether the weather be not,
whether the weather be cold
or whether the weather be hot,
we’ll weather the weather
whether we like it or not.
Voc.: whether: ob; weather: Wetter;
to weather: aushalten

Read the tongue twister aloud, one student
after the other, in your team of four. If it is
necessary your teacher will correct your
pronunciation.

This Tokyo girl is weathering the bad . . . . . . . . ., because
she has an . . . . . . . . .

Task 12: Learn the tongue twister by heart (homework). Pay attention to the correct
pronunciation, especially of w- and of th-/-th-, please.
Task 13: Form groups of two students. After a rehearsal present your versions in class. The
tandem (not the single student) with the smallest number of slips of the tongue or
pronunciation mistakes wins the contest.
Voc.: rehearsal: Probe; slip of the tongue: Versprecher; contest: Wettbewerb
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Additional Activity 1: Preposition songs
Task 1: Listen to the Preposition Song on Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eF6LE4P_bEU (last accessed April 2016)
Which are the prepositions mentioned in the song? Write them down and check your results
with the help of the video.
....................................................................................................

Task 2: Listen to the song again and write down at least one of the examples. Compare your
results with your team members.
....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

Task 3: In the video there is an example that talks about a bomb. Find an example with the
same preposition on your own.
....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

Task 4: Homework: Listen to other preposition songs on:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=preposition+songs&qpvt=preposition+songs&FORM=VDRE (last accessed April 2016)
On this site you find many different versions of the In-On-Under-Song. It is easier to search on
the special site of the song:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=in+on+under+song&qpvt=in+on+under+song&FORM=VDRE (last accessed April 2016)
Choose one of these songs, listen to it several times and write down at least three sentences,
one with in, one with on, and one with under. Present them in class during the next lesson.
Write the preposition under the drawings:

................

................

................
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Additional Activity 2: Word puzzles
Task 1: Invent a word puzzle together with your team members. Write down about ten
different words you have already learned in class. The words should not be too easy to guess.
For example it is better to write exercise than sport. Have a look at the vocabulary of your
textbook. Agree about your list. Make sure that your spelling is correct.
Voc.: to guess: erraten; spelling: Rechtschreibung

1.

..............................................

6.

..............................................

2.

..............................................

7.

..............................................

3.

..............................................

8.

..............................................

4.

..............................................

9.

..............................................

5.

..............................................

10.

............................................

Task 2: Write your words from the right to the left (→) and top-down (↓) with a pencil in the
grid below. If necessary, correct the positions.

Task 3: Fill in the remaining gaps with letters, please. If necessary correct your version. The
letters you add should not form words.
Task 4: When you are finished, copy your whole word puzzle on a sheet of paper. Your teacher
will copy one version for each group of four students. Furthermore, he or she will give you a
copy of your own puzzle so that you can mark your words for the later gallery walk (see task 5).
Task 5: From your teacher you will receive the sheets of the other groups. Together with your
team members try to mark the ten words in every puzzle. Hang up in class one version of each
puzzle with the marked words. Walking around you can compare your results.
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Worksheet 1: Similarities between European languages
Task 1: Compare the following sentences. Work in teams of four students, please.
English: The children are playing with their dogs.
French: Les enfants jouent avec leurs chiens.
Spanish: Los niños están jugando con sus perros.
German: Die Kinder spielen mit ihren Hunden.
In all these languages you find words that change with the
sense of the sentence, for example: the children are playing
. . .. But there are also words that do not change, for example
the English article the. They are called invariable words.
Which word does not change in any of the examples? Underline or mark the invariable word and write it down in the four
languages. Compare your results in plenary.
Voc.: invariable: unveränderlich

English:

..............................

French:

..............................

Spanish:

..............................

German:

..............................

Task 2: Talking about grammar, you use certain expressions such as article, noun, and verb.
What is the grammatical term of the invariable word? First try to find out by yourself and then
talk with your team member. You may also look it up in your text book or your (English)
grammar.
The invariable word is called a

.................................................................

Task 3: Write down some other English words of the same category. Compare your findings in
plenary.
....................................................................................................

Task 4: With the help of your teacher complete the following text:
The structure of languages
When learning a foreign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . most students have the feeling that languages,
even

.....................

languages, are very different and therefore

.....................

to

learn. Above all foreign language learners have to deal with pronunciation. Furthermore,
they have to study

.....................

and grammar. So they don’t notice that European

languages are very . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. They often follow the same word . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Many words change their form with their meaning, for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nouns and verbs.
The form of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . words is always the same; they are called . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
An example of these words are

.....................

.
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Worksheet 2: Do you like tongue twisters?
Task 5: In all languages mentioned above there are tongue twisters, that is to say, sentences
that are difficult to pronounce, for example:
Kleine Nussknacker knacken knackig. Knackiger knacken große Nussknacker.
What is the meaning of tongue twister in German?
....................................................................................................

Task 6: Tongue twisters are fun, for example:
Flies fly, but a fly flies.
Two tiny tigers take two taxis to town.
Voc.: tiny: winzig

Learn the two tongue twisters by heart and try to say them as fast
as possible. Who is the tongue-twister champion of your class?
Task 7: Tongue twisters can also help you to improve your pronunciation. In the following
tongue twister the correct pronunciation of w- and of th-/-th- may cause problems:
Voc.: to improve: verbessern

Whether the weather be fine
or whether the weather be not,
whether the weather be cold
or whether the weather be hot,
we’ll weather the weather
whether we like it or not.
Voc.: whether: ob; weather: Wetter;
to weather: aushalten

Read the tongue twister aloud, one student
after the other, in your team of four. If it is
necessary your teacher will correct your
pronunciation.

This Tokyo girl is weathering the bad . . . . . . . . ., because
she has an . . . . . . . . .

Task 8: Learn the tongue twister by heart (homework). Pay attention to the correct
pronunciation, especially of w- and of th-/-th-, please.
Task 9: Form groups of two students. After a rehearsal present your versions in class. The
tandem (not the single student) with the smallest number of slips of the tongue or
pronunciation mistakes wins the contest.
Voc.: rehearsal: Probe; slip of the tongue: Versprecher; contest: Wettbewerb
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Worksheet 1: The diffusion of English (3 pages)
Task 1: Even though there are more speakers of Spanish, English has become the world
language no. 1. Which are, in your opinion, the reasons for the worldwide success of the
English language? Make a list working together in teams of four students, please (for
discussion see task 5).
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Task 2: In which countries is English spoken as a first language? Write down the countries
which immediately come to your mind. Then have a look at the internet.
Are there any bigger countries you did not think of?
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

WZEd'K&Ed/sE'>/^,
^W<Z^>/s/E'/EΗ/EEZ/Z>Η
E'>/^,Ͳ^W</E'KhEdZ/^

KƚŚĞƌ
ϱ͕ϲй

^ŽƵƚŚĨƌŝĐĂ
ϭ͕ϯй

EĞǁĞĂůĂŶĚ
ϭ͕Ϭй
/ƌĞůĂŶĚ
ϭ͕ϭй

ƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ
ϰ͕ϳй

h<
ϭϲ͕ϳй

h^
ϲϰ͕ϯй

ĂŶĂĚĂ
ϱ͕ϯй

^ŽƵƌĐĞ͗ŚƚƚƉƐ͗ͬͬĞŶ͘ǁŝŬŝƉĞĚŝĂ͘ŽƌŐͬǁŝŬŝͬŶŐůŝƐŚͲƐƉĞĂŬŝŶŐͺǁŽƌůĚ
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Task 3: Read the following two texts on your own:
Jenny’s disease
When I heard about Jennifer’s illness from her aunt, I was quite surprised as active
tuberculosis is very rare in our country. But even though Jenny was only five years old,
her parents had taken her for a long trip through various Asian countries where contagious
diseases such as tuberculosis are still diffused. Back home, Jennifer quite soon displayed
severe symptoms interpreted as pneumonia by the family’s pediatrician. He sent her parents
to a near hospital where an X-ray examination of Jenny’s lungs was made the same day. The
diagnosis was terrible: Jenny suffered from active tuberculosis and had to stay in complete
isolation for at least a month. Her parents were only allowed to visit her for an hour a day
wearing a surgical mask and protective clothing.
I was horrified not so much by the disease itself – nowadays tuberculosis is curable in most
cases – but by the impact that living in isolation may have on a little child. I decided to visit
Jennifer in hospital the next day. Nothing was as I had imagined: Jenny told me about her
disease and moreover about the therapy: She was well informed about the next steps and
even possible setbacks. The doctors and the nurses were really prepared to treat the little
patient. And even isolation was not the segregation I had feared. As Jenny was not allowed to
leave her room, nurses and medical students regularly passed by to play with her and above
all to get her (and her parents) informed about what Jenny had to expect next. There was
continuous feedback between all parts involved so that Jenny could leave the hospital after
six weeks. As a teacher I thought that many aspects of medical treatment and therapy should
be transferred to education.
Jennys Krankheit
Als ich von ihrer Tante von Jennys Krankheit hörte, war ich ziemlich überrascht, denn offene
Tuberkulose ist bei uns sehr selten. Obwohl Jenny erst fünf Jahre alt war, hatten ihre Eltern sie
auf eine längere Reise durch verschiedene asiatische Länder mitgenommen, in denen
ansteckende Krankheiten wie Tuberkulose immer noch verbreitet sind. Als sie wieder
nach Hause zurückgekehrt waren, zeigte Jenny recht bald gravierende Symptome, die der
Kinderarzt der Familie als Lungenentzündung deutete. Trotzdem schickte er die Eltern in ein
nahe gelegenes Krankenhaus, wo Jennys Lungen geröntgt wurden. Die Diagnose war
schrecklich: Jenny litt an einer offenen Tuberkulose und musste für mindestens einen Monat
in vollständiger Isolation im Krankenhaus bleiben. Ihre Eltern durften sie für eine Stunde pro
Tag besuchen. Dabei mussten sie einen Mundschutz und Schutzkleidung tragen.
Ich war entsetzt, nicht so sehr wegen der Krankheit selbst – heutzutage ist Tuberkulose gut zu
behandeln – als vielmehr wegen der Auswirkungen, die das Leben in Isolation auf ein kleines
Kind haben würde. Ich beschloss, Jennifer am nächsten Tag im Krankenhaus zu besuchen.
Nichts war, wie ich es mir ausgemalt hatte: Jenny erzählte mir von ihrer Krankheit und darüber
hinaus von der Therapie. Sie war über die nächsten Schritte und sogar mögliche Rückschläge
gut informiert. Die Ärzte und das Pflegepersonal wussten wirklich, wie sie mit der kleinen
Patientin umzugehen hatten. Und auch die Isolation bestand nicht in der Absonderung, die ich
befürchtet hatte. Da Jenny ihr Zimmer nicht verlassen durfte, kamen Pflegerinnen und
Medizinstudenten regelmäßig bei ihr vorbei, um mit ihr zu spielen und vor allem, um sie (und
ihre Eltern) darüber zu informieren, was Jenny als nächstes zu erwarten hatte. Es gab ein
kontinuierliches Feedback zwischen allen beteiligten Personen, so dass Jenny das Krankenhaus nach sechs Wochen verlassen konnte. Da ich Lehrerin bin, dachte ich, dass viele Aspekte
der medizinischen Behandlung und der Therapie auf Bildung und Erziehung übertragen
werden sollten.
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Even though the texts approximately contain the same number of words (English: 295;
German: 308) and in both texts you find technical terms of the same length (for example:
tuberculosis, diagnosis, therapy), the German text is somewhat longer. What is true for these
two extracts can be further supported by comparing equivalent texts of political organizations
such as the UN, the OECD, or the EU. Try to find out what characterizes the English language in
a way that allows being shorter than German or many other European languages. Work with
your tandem partner and list some reasons below.
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Task 4: In your opinion, is the fact that you can express the same content or thoughts in
English in a briefer way than in many other languages, an explanation for the success of
English in the world? Why? Why not?
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Task 5: Consider all the above reasons (task 1 – task 4) and write a short text on your own
about the reasons for the success of English in the world:
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

With the help of your tandem partner or other team members revise your text and copy it on a
sheet of paper. (You will need it again for task 11).
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Worksheet 2: Main features of the English language (2 pages)
Task 6: The conciseness of English is caused by several other characteristics, e. g. its structure.
Compare the following conjugation tables together with your partner, please:
English
to go:
I go
you go
he/she/it goes
we go
you go
they go

German
gehen:
ich gehe
du gehst
er/sie/es geht
wir gehen
ihr geht
sie gehen

French
aller:
je vais
tu vas
il/elle va
nous allons
vous allez
ils/elles vont

Spanish
andar:
yo ando
tú andas
él anda
nosotros andamos
vosotros andáis
ellos andan

Why are many learners and users of English with good reasons convinced that English is easier? Work in
teams of three or four students. Compare the conjugation tables and write down the main reasons in
favor of English.
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Task 7: What about the singular of articles and nouns? Compare the following overviews:
singular noun
my child’s dog
the man’s work
the mouse’s cage
a person’s clothes

plural noun
my children’s dog
the men’s work
the mice’s cage
people’s clothes

English
singular:
the man
the woman

German

French

Spanish

der Mann
die Frau

l’homme
la femme

el hombre
la mujer

the oven
the voice
the notebook

der Ofen
die Stimme
das Notizbuch

le four
la voix
le carnet

el horno
la voz
el chip de notebook

the table
the handbag
the book

der Tisch
die Handtasche
das Buch

la table
le sac (à main)
le livre

la mesa
la bolsa de mano
el libro

Compare the above overviews in your team and write down the main reasons in favor of English.
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
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Task 8: You want to have fun or relax a bit? Here goes . . .
A woman in the singular may be a singular woman.
Perhaps she is part of a group of singular women.
There are singular men, too.

What does singular mean in the above sentences? Make intelligent guesses and compare your ideas in
plenary. Do you know any singular man or woman?
Task 9: And what about the plural?
plural:
the tables
die Tische
the handbags
die Handtaschen
the books
die Bücher

les tables
les sacs (à main)
les livres

las mesas
las bolsas de mano
los libros

Compare the above overviews in your team and write down the main reasons in favor of English.
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

© https://smartzvornik.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/1singularandpluralnouns.jpeg

Task 10: But even English is not that easy. What can you see on/deduce from the following pictures?
Take notes, please.

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Task 11: Summarize all the reasons in favor of English you have found out until now (see worksheet 1
and 2). Consider the paper you have prepared (see task 5). Revise your text with the help of your
tandem partner. Hand it in to your teacher who will grade it and help you with further suggestions how
to write a good summary.
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Worksheet 3: Englishes? Yes, Englishes! (2 pages)
Task 12: Read the dialogue between Lena, a fourteen-year old German high school student,
and Ken-Shou, a Chinese exchange student, who attends the same chemistry courses at the
Technical University of Berlin as Lena’s elder brother Alex.
Up to now, Ken-Shou, Alex and Lena always talked in German together because Ken-Shou
came to Berlin mostly to improve his German. For some time past, Lena wanted to know if the
Chinese student knew English, too. Now she profits from her brother’s being late to start a
conversation about the issue with Ken-Shou.
Lena:
Hallo, Alex wird gleich da sein . . .
Ken-Shou: Fein.
Lena:
Was ich dich fragen wollte . . . Sprichst Du außer Deutsch noch eine Fremdsprache?
Ken-Shou: Oh yes, sure, I speak three Englishes.
Lena:
Three Englishes? What does that mean? Isn’t English always English more or less?
Ken-Shou: I don’t think so. There is a variety of Englishes.
Lena:
Please, explain.
Ken-Shou: I speak American English. Several years ago, I attended an American high school
near L. A.
Lena:
Oh, that’s very interesting, because I, too, spent a year in California.
Ken-Shou: And exactly where?
Lena:
In Monterey . . .
Ken-Shou: I’ve been there, a very nice place. So you speak American English, too.
Lena:
Yes, I learned a lot there. But what about your other Englishes?
Ken-Shou: I often use International English.
Lena:
You mean, you use English with people from all over the world?
Ken-Shou: Yes, but International English is a special form we use when we communicate with
our teachers or lecturers in China.
Lena:
In China, perhaps . . .
Ken-Shou: No, no, it’s the same variety that is used in the English version of Spiegel online.
Lena:
You mean the German newspaper?
Ken-Shou: Yes, for many years, they have published an English version available on the
internet. Have a look at it!
Lena:
I never thought that someone from so far away would tell me something about
German magazines. And the third variety as you call it?
Ken-Shou: Naturally, I speak Singlish, that’s sort of a dialect, a slang if you want, we use it in
private conversation especially among young people.
Lena:
Is that something like Denglish?
Ken-Shou: Not really, Germans who don’t really know English often translate word by word,
for example Backshop instead of bakery. Singlish is based on British English, but it
is mixed up with Asian dialects and it has its own grammar.
Lena:
Oh, I understand . . .
(Alex ist inzwischen in Lenas Zimmer gekommen)
Alex:
Hi, what’s up? I heard you talking in English.
Lena:
Oh, yes. Why didn’t you tell me that Ken-Shou speaks English, too?
Alex:
Because I wanted to help him to improve his German and not to improve your
English.
Ken-Shou: Don’t worry, Lena and I, we had an interesting conversation.
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Lena:

There was no time left to improve my English. But I learned from Ken-Shou that I
speak three Englishes.
Alex:
Three Englishes? What do you mean?
Lena:
I speak British English, American English and International English.
Alex:
You mean you speak English?
Ken-Shou: No, she is right. She speaks three Englishes.
Work together in a team of four students and summarize the conversation between Ken-Shou,
Lena and Alex in five sentences at most. Try to explain to a person who never heard about
English varieties what Ken-Shou means when he talks about Englishes. Write one version on a
sheet of paper and present it in class.
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Task 13: Try to find out at least two main differences between British and American English.
Have a look at spelling, but also at vocabulary, e. g. nouns, and verb forms
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_American_and_British_English; last accessed
April 2016; at your right you see a box Comparison of American and British English with several
links you can consult):
UK:

US:

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................

Task 14: Select a passage from the textbook you use in class. Compare the chosen passage to
a descriptive text in Spiegel online (www.spiegel.de/international/europe or www.spiegel.de/
international/europe/archiv.html; last accessed April 2016). Do you notice any differences
between the variety (probably British English) and International English used in the English
version of the German magazine? Work together with your tandem partner and make notes. In
whole-class interaction your teacher will help you to find out the main differences.
................................................

................................................

................................................

................................................
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Worksheet 4: Why should native speakers of English learn
a foreign language? (2 pages)
Task 15: Read a passage taken from a dialogue between Karin and her British friend Melissa:
Melissa: Did I get this right? Tim came to Germany without speaking a word of German? I don’t
understand why his high school organizes exchanges with German schools. Don’t
such programs above all serve to promote language skills?
Karin: In general you are right. But Americans often see no need to learn a foreign language
because English is the world language no. 1.
Melissa: But many students in the UK learn German, French or Spanish.
Karin: I think there is a difference. English is a unifying link between American citizens,
whereas multilingualism is a characteristic of the European Union.
Melissa: Oh, I see, I remember the motto of the EU: mother tongue plus neighbor language
plus English.
Karin: That’s it. All official languages are equally important. Did you know that the cost for
the language services is the highest in the EU, much higher than the expenses for
agriculture?
Melissa: I didn’t know that. But I can easily imagine that with 24 official languages they need
to employ an enormous number of staff.
Karin: In the US, things are quite different. Most Americans never leave their continent and
the tourists who come to Europe have no problem talking in English.
Melissa: I didn’t consider that. But perhaps your exchange with an American high school
nevertheless is a good idea. You profit twice, and one or another student may start to
learn German when back in the States.
Karin: That’s it! Tim decided to learn German soon because later on he wants to study at a
German university.
Melissa: I see! Appetite comes with eating.
Karin: Ja, der Appetit kommt beim Essen. Und wie steht es mit Deinem Deutsch?
Work with your tandem partner or your team members and write down which are the
differences between native speakers of English from the US and from the UK. Do you agree
with Karin? Why? Why not?
....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................
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